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- Login / Mailinglist / SVN
- Netbeans
- SVN Tutorial
- ID Blue RFID Reader
- Jagd Game Creator (Eva Vodvarsky)
- Idea behind PMIF
- PMIF Tutorial (Sergej Wetzstein)
Meeting 31/10/05

- Presentation of the extension mechanisms of PMIF
- Usage of PMIF within MOPS
Meeting 07/11/05

- Presentation:
  - project plan, detailed work packages
  - who does what and when
  - WP 2: Architecture (Integration of physical clicking in MOPS, Authoring support, generalization of MOPS – support for any kind of mobile guide)

- Furthermore:
  - Own running application (HelloWorld) on mobile phone (N90, Nokia 6600, Nokia 6630)
  - Familiar with developing environment / SVN
  - Familiar with PMIF and Implementation of MOPS
  - Usage of ID Blue RFID Reader + J2ME driver